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Abstract

Due to the characteristics of the vehicle structure, the magnetic levitation train has a confined bottom space thus a study

on miniaturization and weight reduction of auxiliary power unit is essential. This auxiliary power unit is an essential

device used for illumination, air conditioning, heating and air brake equipment excluding the motor. The previous auxil-

iary power unit for magnetic levitation train has used the hard switching having a high switching frequency with heavy

loss in order to reduce the size of filter reactor and transformer but the reduction in volume was not significant. In this

paper, by reducing the loss, reducing the size of the cooling unit and by increasing the switching frequency using the soft

switching of resonant converter, it has miniaturized and reduced the weight of filter reactor and transformer which

occupy significant space in the auxiliary power unit. This study has verified the performance of 50KVA grade prototype

through simulated interpretation and analysis, and compared the size and weight of auxiliary power unit of the previous

magnetic levitation train.
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1. Introduction

Due to the characteristics of the vehicle structure, the

magnetic levitation train has a confined bottom space thus

miniaturization of parts such as auxiliary power unit is

required. The weight and volume of previous auxiliary

power unit for rail vehicles are taken up mostly by inter-

nal filter reactors and transformers. Among the entire sys-

tem, this part should be the first to be resolved for

miniaturization and reduction of weight.

The study result which indicates that when reducing

the weight of rail vehicles by 30% can reduce the energy

consumption by 24% compared to previous vehicles [1]

tells us that one of the ways of solving the emerging

energy problem is the efficiency of rail vehicle parts and

rationalization. 

This auxiliary power unit conducted in this study is an

essential device of vehicles, which is used on input of

power such as air conditioning and heating equipment,

illumination of train room and air compression device for

braking excluding the control for propulsion. The auxil-

iary power unit for magnetic levitation train receives DC

input voltage wiring of DC 1500[V] and voltage fluctua-

tion of 900[V]~1800[V] and outputs the final output of

AC 3 phase 380[V] [2].

2. Main Subject

2.1 The study on miniaturization and

weight reduction of auxiliary power unit in

magnetic levitation train

2.1.1 Configuration and control method of auxiliary

power unit for magnetic levitation train.

The auxiliary power unit for magnetic levitation train is

composed of chopper stabilizing the voltage variations
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between the input of 900[V]~1800[V], resonant converter

supplying DC link voltage to the inverter and the inverter

making AC 3 phase 380[V] voltage. 

The Fig. 1 represents the block diagram of the main cir-

cuit for auxiliary power unit. The block diagram of auxil-

iary power unit of magnetic levitation train is composed of

chopper unit, resonant converter unit, inverter unit and fil-

ter unit. 

Table 1 explains the specification of auxiliary power unit

for magnetic levitation train. For controlling the IGBT of

converter part, a soft switching method was used. For soft

switching methods, there are ZVS(Zero Voltage Switch-

ing) which turns on the switching element after creating a

voltage to zero and ZCS(Zero Current Switching) which

turns off the switching element after creating a voltage to

zero. In the conducted system, ZVZCS(Zero Voltage Zero

Current Switching) which is a mixed method approach

was used in order to secure the reliability of elements and

to improve the efficiency of power converting device

through the reduction of switching loss and stress to ele-

ments. By raising the switching frequency, we can also

achieve an effect that the size of magnetic elements such

as transformer and inductor is reduced [3].

2.1.2 Comparison of the weight reduction between the

studied auxiliary power unit and the previous auxiliary

power unit.

Table 2 has compared the outer size of improved auxil-

iary power unit using the proposed resonant converter

against the previous auxiliary power unit. 

When using the auxiliary power unit with resonant con-

verter, the weight is 167kg, which reduced by 62% com-

pared to the previous unit and the length is 200mm, which

reduced by 87% compared to the previous unit

The reduced size of the box is used to use resonant con-

verter and raise the frequency. Raising switching fre-

quency can reduce the size of the reactor and transformer

in the auxiliary power unit.

2.1.3 Comparison between the Maintenance of studied

auxiliary power unit against the previous auxiliary power

unit.

Improving the structure of the Maglev Train lower main-

tenance costs. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 has compared the mainte-

nance methods of improved auxiliary power unit using the

proposed resonant converter against the previous auxiliary

power unit. 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of auxiliary power unit for magnetic levitation train

Table 1. Specification of auxiliary power unit for magnetic 

levitation train

Item Specification

Circuit 

System

Converter Part
HF(High Frequency)

 DC-DC Converter

Inverter Part Voltage Source Inverter

Control 

System

Converter Part
ZVZCS(Zero Voltage Zero Current 

Switching)

Inverter Part Pulse width modulation method

Cooling Method Forced cooling

Capacity 50kVA

Input Voltage DC 1500V (DC 900V ~ 1800V)

Output
A

C

Capacity 50kVA

Voltage
AC 380V(+5% / -10%), 3phase

AC 220V(+5% / -10%), 1phase(3kVA)

Distortion 10% or less

Overload 150%, 10s

Control Power DC 100V(DC 70 V ~ 110 V)

Target Weight 360kg or less ± 5%

Box Limitation 700(H) X 800(W) X 1600(L)

Efficiency 95% or higher

Noise 83 dB (around 1m)

Ambient Temperature -25oC ~ +40oC
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Improving the maintenance structure of the Maglev train

generate a difference in cost according to the convenience.

And it is a key point to consider in the design of the aux-

iliary power unit.

Fig. 2 shows a conventional APU. From the left control-

ler, Filter & Relay, the inverter, and a converter.

Form of Fig. 2 auxiliary power unit box is attached to

the part in one of the boxes inside the unit does not

divided into modules. Then, the maintenance is not easy,

because the direction of the inverter box that opens toward

the top.

Fig. 3 shows a proposed APU. The proposed structure of

the APU is configured, from left to Filter & Relay, con-

verter, inverter and above consists of a controller is

mounted. 

The maintenance can be seen easily by each part inside

the box easily and because of this advantage. When you

make a case for each individual module, viewed in the

long term, can reduce the secondary accident due to dirt or

dust or vibration. 

In particular, stuck in a circle on top of the existing

board-type controller APU and other inverter modules, as

well as continue to weigh less than the rack-type control-

ler into the conventional APU. Visually it is also easy to

see fault check shows a good performance in the mainte-

nance of the controller. 

2.2 The study on miniaturization and

weight reduction of auxiliary power unit in

magnetic levitation train

2.2.1 Testing of auxiliary power unit using the resonant

converter

Table 2. Comparison of size between the new auxiliary power 

unit using resonant converter and the previous auxiliary power 

unit

Previous auxiliary power unit

Outer 

size

Weight 450 kg

Length 1600 mm

Width 630 mm

Improved resonant type auxiliary power unit

Outer

size

Weight 283 kg

Length 1400 mm

Width 630 mm

Fig. 2. Conventional  auxiliary power unit box

Fig. 3. Proporsal auxiliary power unit box.

Fig. 4. Soft switching waveform of resonant converter
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The experimental waveform of proposed auxiliary

power unit having resonant type converter was shown in

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The Fig. 4 is the waveform of primary

voltage and current of the transformer having resonant

type converter. It can be seen that this is ZVZCS method

where the voltage and currents are switched with equal

phase.

The Fig. 5 is the waveform showing the output of pro-

posed auxiliary power unit. It is showing the voltage of

AC 380[V] , 60[Hz].

2.2.2 Load testing of auxiliary power unit using the reso-

nant converter

Auxiliary power unit occupies a large proportion of the

load is the air conditioning and heating. Figure 6 shows

the proposed APU fluorescent loads, cooling, heating, CM

output waveform of the load.

Table 3 is a measure of the efficiency and the distortion

of the conventional auxiliary power unit and Table 4 is a

measure of the efficiency and the distortion of proposed

resonant type auxiliary power unit conventional auxiliary

power unit compared with proposed resonant type auxil-

iary power unit is 8.4895% efficiency was increased. Dis-

tortion is Improved resonant type auxiliary power unit than

conventional auxiliary power unit decreased  0.80725%.

The experimental waveform of proposed auxiliary

power unit having resonant type converter was shown in

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The Figure 4 is the waveform of pri-

mary 

Fig. 5. Output waveform of proposed auxiliary power unit

Fig. 6. Output waveform of proposed auxiliary power unit for 

Fluorescent lights, cooling, heating, CM load

Table 3. Efficiency and distortion of the Previous auxiliary 

power unit

Conventional
Half

Heating

Full

Heating

Half 

Conditioning 

Full 

Conditioning

Efficiency 85.038 88.136 85.338 91.551

Distortion 1.594 2.09 3.12 2.454

Table 4. Efficiency and distortion of the Improved resonant 

type auxiliary power unit

Proposed
Half

Heating

Full

Heating

Half 

Conditioning

Full 

Conditioning

Efficiency 93.844 96.7 94.92 98.557

Distortion 1.844 1.239 1.713 1.233

Fig. 7. The output waveform of full conditioning load of the 

conventional APU

Fig. 8. The output waveform of full conditioning load of the 

proposed APU
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Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 is the output waveform of the full con-

ditioning load of the conventional APU and proposed

APU.

From the output voltage and current of the waveform

can confirm the performance of the proposed APU for dis-

tortion.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, a study of weight reduction that reduces

the volume and weight of auxiliary power unit using reso-

nant inverter for soft switching was performed. Based on

the result of using the ZVZCS soft switching with IGBT

and comparing it to the previous unit, the weight was

reduced from 450 kg to 283 kg with the weight reduction

of 62% and the length was reduced from 1600 mm to

1400 mm with the size reduction of 87%. Through this

study, it was known that when utilizing the ZVZCS soft

switching technique, it can reduce the size of switching

elements for helping the miniaturization and weight reduc-

tion of vehicles. In the future, through the developing this

subject, a prototype of auxiliary power unit will be pro-

duced to be used for the study on the actual functional

implementations and demonstration.
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